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CDPN19, MHM+21, SLL+20, SSSB20, SB14].
Algorithm-Based [BHB+15]. Algorithmic [GNC+17]. Algorithms
[AG18, AKPM20, AQ22, AQ23, AA23, AWFS22, BCRS16, BA23, CGT+17, DK20, DBS21, HEY+20, JMT16, Kha19, KK16, KMVV15, LT22, MMM16, PRS18, SG15].
Aligners [SMM+16]. All-to-All [SS19].
Allocating [SA16]. Allocation
[JKP+15, ZZY15]. Allocator [MA+18].
AMD [LWB+22]. Among [CB16].
Amortized [JJ21]. Analysis [BMS23, LBGO23, PSFB19, SBF+16, WYH+21].
Application [SSSS23, SB14]. Applications
[AG19, BBPS19, BNSP20, BGA+16, CDG17, FF20, HJW2M20, LWWC20, TPFH20a, TPFH20b, WMP14]. Applied
[MA18]. Approach
[BBT+23, KS21, WYO+23]. Approximate
[LPY18, ST17]. Architectural [HHA17].
Architecture
[BBT+23, HKL+14, SMM+16]. Assessing
[BCRS16]. Asynchronous [BNSP20].
Atomicity [GGRSY17]. Attachment
[AKPM20]. Attacks [ES15]. Autogen
[CGT+17]. Automated [FF20].
Automatic [ALMS18, CGT+17, GGRSY17, REP+14, WMP14]. Autotuners [LTL+18].
Autotuning [BBPS19, LTL+18]. Average
[KKM23]. Avoiding [BDK15]. Aware
[KR18, LBGO23].
Balanced [BFS22, MWF+19].Balancing
[CDPN19, ACYC+20]. Band [BDK15].
Banded [KS23]. Bandwidth [MSFH22].
Bandwidth-Optimal [MSFH22]. BARAN
[MSA+18]. Based
[BGPL16, BHH+15, GCF+20, MMF+15, SG18, WYH+21, CXL+24, SLL+20]. Batch
[CXL+24]. Batch-Stream [CXL+24].
Batching [MSKL+22]. Be [DBS21]. Better
[MRR18]. Beyond [FF21]. Bimodal
[MSA+18]. Bin [AV19]. Binary
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Bitslicing [MHM+21]. Block
[KS23, SMM+16]. Bound [BS18, MP15].
Bounded [ABB21, SBF+16]. Bounds
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Branch [MP15]. Branching
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C [SG18]. C-Stream [SG18]. Cache
[HL16, LKP20]. Cache- [LKP20].
Calendar [MIPQ24]. Can [DBS21].
Cartesian [SB14]. Causes [BGA+16]. CC
[JJ21]. CDCL [EV21]. Centers
[ALb19, AQ22, AQ23]. Channel [XZZY15].
Checkable [FF21]. Checking [RR+21].
Checkpointing [BPRS22, BPRV24]. Chick
[HEY+20]. Chief [Bad19]. Chip
[CXL+24, MSA+18, XZZY15]. Chiplet
[CXL+24]. Chiplet-based [CXL+24].
Cholesky [LYH+24]. Chromatic
[KS16]. Clairvoyant [AV19, IKQ23].
class [REP+14]. Clique [DSMT20, MP15].
Clos [YNM16]. Closure [KH15, SSSS23].
Clustering [FLEN15, GLZ19, SIZ19].
Clusters [CDPN19, JMY15]. Co [SG18].
Co-routine-Based [SG18]. Coalescing
[CR19, DRR15, MRR18].
Coalescing-Branching
[CR19, DRR15, MRR18]. Coarrays
[NLE+20]. Coarse [NT22]. Coarse-grained
[NT22]. Code [MA18]. Coded [KGSG21].
Cohering [DMS25]. Collective [SG15].
Coloring [AB22, ABB+20, Mat23].
Combining [JX2A0]. Common [PS24].
Communication [BDK15, BSS18, CDPN19, LBGO23, SS19, WMP14]. Compact
[SSS20, SSSS23]. Competitive [DKM15].
Competitively [IMPT16]. Compiling
[DBM16]. Complex [SSSS23]. Complexity
components \cite{BMS23, PRS21}. Composable \cite{JLHH22, LT22}. Compressible \cite{MK21}. Computation \cite{ACD+23, BDE+21, CSC+18, MK21}. Computationally \cite{BMS23, KH15}. Compute \cite{BBT+23}. Compute-intensive \cite{BBT+23}. Computer \cite{AKS+20}. Computing \cite{BGHS16, FF21, HSY+20, JMNY15, WYO+23, Gib14}. Concurrent \cite{AN22, TDB16}. Concurrent \cite{GNC+17, KA22, LT22, MSD19, NRM20, RSB+22, VN19}. Conditional \cite{BMS23}. Conflict \cite{MIPQ24}. Conflict-Resilient \cite{MIPQ24}. Conjugate \cite{GWWL16, LBGO23}. Connected \cite{JLHH22, LT22}. Connectivity \cite{PRS18}. Conquer \cite{CGT+17}. Consensus \cite{KKM23}. Conservation \cite{Alb19}. Constant \cite{EGMP21, JJ21}. Constant-Amortized-RMR \cite{JJ21}. Constant-Length \cite{EGMP21}. constrained \cite{BAI23}. Constraint \cite{RHR+21}. Constraints \cite{AG18}. construction \cite{SB14}. Consumption \cite{JCG+14}. Containers \cite{IS17}. Contended \cite{HHA17}. Contention \cite{ALB+18, WSJ21}. Continuous \cite{DKKM15}. Controlled \cite{TDB16}. Cope \cite{BCRS16}. core \cite{AB20, JXA20}. CoRE \cite{GSR+20}. Cores \cite{SA16}. Correctness \cite{CAL20}. Cost \cite{MH24}. Counters \cite{ST17}. Cover \cite{CRR19}. CPU \cite{WYO+23}. CPU-GPU \cite{WYO+23}. Creation \cite{BGLP16}. CUDA \cite{KH15, MH24}. Customized \cite{GCF+20}. Cuts \cite{AB23, GG21}. Cycles \cite{BAI23, FO19}. D \cite{ABL+22, MK21}. DAG \cite{BMS23}. Daly \cite{BPRS22}. Damaris \cite{DAC+16}. Data \cite{AG18, Alb19, AQ22, AQ23, DK20, DAC+16, DSD+20, Gre21, GNC+17, HHA17, KHS16, MG17, RB14, RSB+22, ZLLD18}. Data-Graph \cite{KHSL16}. Deadline \cite{JMNY15}. Deadline-Sensitive \cite{JMNY15}. Decomposition \cite{LSE+19, MCGL23, ZBCC23}. Deep \cite{PSFB19, ZWS23}. Deformation \cite{ABL+22}. Dense \cite{BHB+15, LKP+23}. Dependence \cite{CZS+17}. Depth \cite{AB23, GG21}. Derandomization \cite{FF21}. Design \cite{CAL20, LWB+22, NT22, VN19}. Designing \cite{DMS15}. Designs \cite{GNC+17}. Detection \cite{DVS18, FF20, FO19, KUCT15, LS18}. Deterministic \cite{EGMP21, JJ21, VN19, YNM16}. Deterministically \cite{KHSL16}. Devices \cite{AKM18}. DFS \cite{Kha19}. Dictionaries \cite{BCFC+21}. Differentiated \cite{CSC+18}. Dimensions \cite{DVS18}. Discovery \cite{CGT+17, LKP+23}. Discrete \cite{ST19}. Dissipative \cite{BBT+23}. Distributed \cite{DMB16, FO19, GLZ19, KS21, KX16, LSE+19, Mau23, MCGL23, MHSK23, PRS18, PRS21, SZ19, ZWS23, REP+14}. Distributed-GPU \cite{ZWS23}. Distributed-memory \cite{LSE+19}. Distributions \cite{ST19}. Divergence \cite{WYH+21}. Divide \cite{CGT+17}. Divide-\&-Conquer \cite{CGT+17}. DNS \cite{SSSB20}. domain \cite{MK21}. DomLock \cite{AN22, KN17}. Draw \cite{ST19}. driven \cite{BBT+23}. DSM \cite{JJ21}. Dual \cite{AG18, IS17}. Dynamic \cite{AKM18, AV19, CXL+24, CGT+17}. DSMT20, DMB16, KHSL16, KKM23, KS21, KUCT15, Kha19, MMM16, MKPSA20]. Dynamically \cite{NT22}. Dynamics \cite{BBT+23]. EagerMap \cite{CDPN19}. Easy \cite{Mau23}. Editor \cite{Bad19, BHHL17a, BHHL17b, Her15}. Editor-in-Chief \cite{Bad19}. Editorial \cite{Bad19}. Efficient \cite{CZS+17, CAL20, CGT+17, DSBS21, DR15, GNC+17, LS18, LWWC20, MK21, MHSK23, PRS16, SLL+20, SSS15, ABB+20, LKPP20].
Embedding [SML19]. Empirical [TDB16].
Exclusion [AH19, KD19]. executable [WMP14]. Executing [KHS16].
Execution [HSS15, LWCC20]. Experimental [SBF+16]. Explicit [HSS15].
Expression [KH15]. Extended [ADMO17].
External [BCFC+21]. External-memory [BCFC+21]. Extracting [RB19].
Extrapolating [CDG17]. Extreme [TJK15]. Extreme-Scale [TJK15].
Factorizations [BHB+15]. Fail [BCRS16].
Fail-Stop [BCRS16]. Failure [KR18].
Failure-Aware [KR18]. Failures [BPRV24, BHB+15]. Family [KA22].
Fascicle [AB20]. Fast [ACD+23, BAI23].


Folded-Clos [YNM16]. Fork [SML19].
Fork-join [SML19]. Formation [DKKM15].

Fortran [NLE+20]. Fourier [ACD+23].
Framework [CXL+22, LKPP20, MA18].
Free [DK20, KL19, MIPQ24, MSKL+22, ZLLD18, AKPM20, MHKK23, NRM20, WSJ21].
Frequency [XZZY15]. Futures [HL16].

Games [BGLP16, FLEN15]. GCN [WYO+23]. General [BCRS16, DSM15, MSD19].
General-Purpose [BCRS16]. Generality [IS17]. Generalized [WB+19].
GPOP [LKP20]. GPU [ADMO17, BNSPP20, KS23, MGG15, WPD+17, WYO+23, YSS+19, ZBCC23, ZWS23].
GPUs [ACYC+20, BDA+18, GWU16, LWB+22, MSF22]. Gradient [GWU16, LBG23].

grained [CXL+22, EV21, NT22]. Gravitational [KN17]. Graph [AB22, BNSPP20, CSC+18, DBS21, Gre21, KHS16, KX16, LKPP20, Mau23, MGG15, PRS21, SZ19, WPD+17, ZWS23].


Hard [BBT+23]. Hard/Software [BBT+23]. Hardware [ABB+20, HKL+14, PRS16].

Hardware-efficient [ABB+20]. Hash [Gre21, MSD19]. HashGraph [Gre21].


Hierarchies [AN22, KN17]. High
[ABL+22, BDA+18, FF20, KH15, KL19, MGG15, MHM+21, MA18, SSSB20, SSSS23, XZZY15]. High-accuracy [SSSS23].
High-Frequency [XZZY15]. High-level [FF20]. High-Order [KL19].
High-Performance [MGG15, ABL+22]. High-Quality [BDA+18].
High-Throughput [XZZY15, MHM+21].
Hop [BAI23]. Hop-constrained [BAI23].
HPC [BBPS19, BPRV24, CXL+22]. HPS [LYH+24].
Hypergraph [BDKS16]. Hypergraphs [BGHS16]. Hyperobjects [LS18].
Hyperqueues [VN19]. I/O [AGL19, BBPS19, PSFB19]. IBM [HKL+14]. Identification [JLHH22].
Identifying [BGA+16]. Implementation [AA23, BDA+18, NT22, VN19].
Implementing [BBT+23]. Implication [MCGL23]. Implications [MP15].
In-Memory [CDG17, DSD+20]. In-place [AWFS22, SLI+20]. In-situ [DSD+20].
Innovations [TPFH20a, TPFH20b]. Insider [ES15]. Instruction [LWB+22].
Intensive [BBT+23]. Inter [SLD+21].
Intermediate [IMPT16, SML19]. Inter-Job [SLD+21]. Interface [HB23, NLE+20].
Interference [SLD+21]. Intermediate [IMPT16, SML19].
Interoperability [NLE+20]. Interval [AN22]. Intratile [MLK18]. Introduction
[ALS18, AS23, BHHL17a, BHHL17b, BHL19, Ber21, DH15, FBG21b, FBG21a, Gil18, LDM16, LRLS20, MSS16, PRS15, TPFH20a, TPFH20b, Gib14]. Invainant [MK21].
LWCC20, TPFH20a, TPFH20b, REP+14]. Irregularity [MCGL23]. iSpan [JLHH22].
Issue [ALS18, AS23, BHHL17a, BHHL17b, BHL19, Ber21, DH15, FBG21b, FBG21a, Gil18, LDM16, LRLS20, MSS16, PRS15, RLSLS19, TPFH20a, TPFH20b]. Item [KA22]. Iterations [AG18].
Kernels [ACYC+20, MH24]. Key [BBB+20]. KiWi [BBB+20].
Labeling [EGMP21]. Labelings [FF21].
Large [AHF23, BNSPP20, BGA+16, JMN15, MA18, PRS18, PRS21, ZWS23].
Large-Scale [AHF23, BGA+16, PRS21, BNSPP20].
Linearizable [MIPQ24]. Linked [ZLLD18].
Links [TJK15]. LLVM [SML19]. Load [ACYC+20, CDPN19, MWI+19].
Load-Balanced [MWF+19]. Load-balancing [ACYC+20]. Local [FF21].
Locality [BGLP16, HL16, KS21, MG17].
Lock-Free [MIPQ24, MSKL+22, ZLLD18, NRM20, WSJ21]. Locking [GGRSY17, KN17, CAL20]. Locks [DMS15].
Loop [DMB16]. loops [REP+14]. Low [AB23, GG21, KA22, MMM16].
Low-Latency [KA22]. Low-Rank [MMM16]. Lower [BSS18].


MST [PRS18]. Multi [AB20, AN22, BNSPP20, CXL+24, CAL20, DK20, FF20, GWWL16, KN17, SA16, ZBCC23].


Mutual [AH19, KD19].


Non-overlapping [SSS23]. Non-preemptive [LMT+21]. Nonblocking [IS17]. Nonuniform [HSS15]. Novel
AKPM20, BBT+23]. NUMA
CAL20, DMS15, MG17]. Number [AG18].
Numerical [AA23].

O [AG19, BBPS19, PSFB19]. Objects
[ARK15]. Oblivious [CR17, UALK19]. Off
[TKJ15]. On-Chip [XZYY15]. On-the-Fly
[LS+15]. On/Off [TJK15]. Online
[LMT+21, PS24]. Open [GZ15]. OpenCL
[WYH+21]. OpenMP [KH15].
OpenSHMEM [NLE+20]. Operators
[KA22]. Operators [DK20]. Optical
[AS18, AB22, AKPM20, AB23, AKMW18,
ADMO17, BDE+21, BGH16, BA123,
BFS22, BGA+16, WBW+19, CZS+17,
CXL+22, DSMT20, DK20, DBS21,
EDMSV15, GG21, G14, J1LH122, JMT16,
Kha19, KX16, LKP23, LSE+19, MK21,
MP15, MHM+21, RB1+19, SLL+20, SSSB20,
SSS23, WYO+23, SB14, WMP14, NLE+20].

Parallelism [AA23, AHF23, CXL+24,
EV21, JXAO12, LSS+15, RB1+19, SML19].
Parallelizability [IMPT16].
Parallelization [MHLK18, REP+14].
Parallelized [LYH+24]. Parallelizing
[MMP16]. Parameters [LYH+24]. Part
[LRSLS20, RLSLS19, FBG21b, FBG21a,
TPFH20a, TPFH20b]. Partial
[GLZ19, ST19]. Particle [BBT+23].

Partitioning
ASA18, BDKS16, CSC+18, SLL+20]. Parts
LKPP20]. Passing [PRS16]. Path
[YNM16]. Pattern [RHR+21]. patterned
[ST19]. PDAM [BCFC+21]. Peeling
[JMT16, LKP23]. Perfect [SLL+20].
Performance [BBPS19, DAV+16, HKL+14,
JCG+14, KH15, LBG023, MG15,
MCG13, MA18, RB14, SA16, ALB+22].
Periodic [AG19]. Personalized [SS19].
Petascale [DAC+16, TH+16]. Physical
[AKS+20]. Physics [KH15]. Pipeline
[LS+15]. Pipelines [JPK+15]. place
[AWFS22, SSL+20]. Placement [KR18].
Platforms [BPRV24, CXL+22]. POETS
[BBT+23]. Pointer [WYH+21].
Pointer-Based [WYH+21]. Polar
[LSE+19]. Polylogarithmic [SSS15].
Portable [MG17]. Post
DAC+16, HSY+20]. Post-Moore
[HSY+20]. Post-Petascale [DAC+16].
Power [JCG+14, TJK15]. POWER7
[JCG+14]. PowerEN [HKL+14].
PowerLyra [CSC+18]. PPoPP
[BHHL17a, BHHL17b, LRSLS20, RLSLS19].
PPoPP’12 [PRS15]. PPoPP’14 [LDML16].
PPoPP’15 [Gro17]. Precise [KUC15].
Precision [GCF+20]. Preconditioned
[GWW16]. Prediction [MA18].
Predictions [IKQP23]. Preemption
[AAB21]. preemptive [LMT+21].
Preferential [AKPM20]. Prefetching
[HJWdm20, JCG+14]. Preserving
[MK21, SSBS20]. Price [AAB21]. Primal
[AG18]. Probabilistic [KR18]. Problem
[BBT+23, FH19, MP15]. Problems
[CGT+17, DKKM15, ZWS23]. Process
[HSS15, SLD+21]. Process-Level [SLD+21].
Processes [AKS+20, WBW+19, CB16].
Processing
[BNSS020, BOU16, LKB20, SG18].
Processor [HKL+14, UALK19].
Processor-Oblivious [UALK19].
Processors [KP15, KL19]. Product
[ACYC+20]. Production [MA18].
Profitable [KP15]. Programming
[BNSS20, C17, HSY+20, HDT+15,
MMP16]. Programs [RBJ+19, WYH+21].
Protocol [CAL20, LTL+18]. Pruning [SMM+16]. Purpose [BCRS16].

QoS [MMF+15, MKPSA20]. Quality [AB22, BDA+18, SLD+21].
Quality-of-Service [SLD+21]. Queue [MIPQ24, MSKL+22]. Queues [KA22, VN19].

Randomized [FF21, LPY18]. Rank [ABL+22, MMM16]. Rapidly [LTL+18].
Rates [HSS15]. Real [BBB+20, BBW+19]. Real-Time [BBW+19, BBB+20].
Reclamation [ALMS18]. Reconfigurable [AKS+20, MSA+18, NT22].
Reconfigurable-Allocator [MSA+18]. Record [UALK19]. Recurrent [BBW+19].
Recursive [ABB+20, CGT+17, RBJ+19, SML19].
Reducer [LS18]. Reduction [BDK15, DR15]. Refined [MHSK23].
Reinforcement [ZWS23]. Rejections [LMT+21]. Relaxed [KA22].
Representation [SML19].
Representations [KS21]. Requirements [MMF+15].
Resilient [DSD+20, MIPQ24].
Resource [AG18, CR17, JPK+15].
Resources [AA23]. Right [AQ22, AQ23].
Right-sizing [AQ22, AQ23]. RMR [J21].
Robot [DKKM15]. Robust [ES15, KR18].
ROC [AKS+20]. Roofline [LWB+22].
Root [BGA+16]. Routers [XZZY15].
routine [SG18]. Routing [MWF+19, YNM16].
Runtime [CZS+17, DMB16, JPK+15, TJK15, YSS+19].

SAI [EV21]. ScalabiliTy [CDG17].
Scalable [ALMS18, BBB+20, DBS21, DSD+20, GGRSY17, Gre21, KUCT15, KP15, LKPP20, MGG15, PSFB19, RHR+21].
Scale [AKPM20, AHF23, BGA+16, PRS21, TJK15, BNSPP20]. Scale-free [AKPM20].
Scaling [ASA18, HHA17]. Schedule [SS19].
Schedulers [SBF+16, TDB16]. Scheduling [AKMW18, AGL19, CXL+24, DMB16, EDMSV15, IMPT16, IKQP23, JMYN15, KD19, KHS16, KP15, LMT+21, PS24].
Scheme [MK21]. Schemes [EGMP21, SSSB20, SSSS23]. Scientific [HSY+20].
Selecting [BOU16]. Semantic [GGRSY17].
Sensitive [JMN15, KS21]. Sequence [SLL+20, SMM+16]. Server [FH19].
Service [SLD+21]. Set [BDA+18]. Sets [BGHS16]. Shape [MP15]. Shared [AWFS22, DSMT20, DMB16].
Shared-memory [AWFS22, DSMT20]. Sharing [CB16]. Shuffle [SLL+20].
Shuffling [MFH22]. Silent [BCRS16].
SIMD [JX20, RBJ+19]. Simple [BA123, KX16, LT22, XZZY15, SB14].
sizing [AQ22, AQ23]. Sketches [RSB+22].
Skewed [CSC+18]. Software [BBT+23, HJWdM20, JPK+15, MMF+15].
Solver [KGSG21]. Solvers [EV21]. Solving [CGT+17, ZWS23]. Sorting [AWFS22, CR17].
SPAA [Ber21, DH15, FGB21b, FGB21a, Gil18, MSS16]. SPAA’15 [ALS18].
SPA’17 [BHLS19]. SPA’21 [AS23]. Space [CB16, SBF+16, SSL+20].
Space-Bounded [SBF+16]. Spanning [JLHH22]. Sparse [ASA18, ABB+20, ACY+20, DBKS16, DK20, Gre21, KS21].
Sparification [KX16, SZ19]. Special [ALS18, AS23, BHHL17a, BHHL17b, BHL19, Ber21, DH15, FGB21b, FGB21a, Gil18, Gro17, LDML16, LRSL20, MSS16, PRS15, LKPP20, MGG15, PSFB19, RHR+21].
Scale [AKPM20, AHF23, BGA+16, PRS21, TJK15, BNSPP20]. Scale-free [AKPM20].
Scaling [ASA18, HHA17]. Schedule [SS19].
Schedulers [SBF+16, TDB16]. Scheduling [AKMW18, AGL19, CXL+24, DMB16, EDMSV15, IMPT16, IKQP23, JMYN15, KD19, KHS16, KP15, LMT+21, PS24].
Scheme [MK21]. Schemes [EGMP21, SSSB20, SSSS23]. Scientific [HSY+20].
Selecting [BOU16]. Semantic [GGRSY17].
Sensitive [JMN15, KS21]. Sequence [SLL+20, SMM+16]. Server [FH19].
Service [SLD+21]. Set [BDA+18]. Sets [BGHS16]. Shape [MP15]. Shared [AWFS22, DSMT20, DMB16].
Shared-memory [AWFS22, DSMT20]. Sharing [CB16]. Shuffle [SLL+20].
Shuffling [MFH22]. Silent [BCRS16].
SIMD [JX20, RBJ+19]. Simple [BA123, KX16, LT22, XZZY15, SB14].
sizing [AQ22, AQ23]. Sketches [RSB+22].
Skewed [CSC+18]. Software [BBT+23, HJWdM20, JPK+15, MMF+15].
Solver [KGSG21]. Solvers [EV21]. Solving [CGT+17, ZWS23]. Sorting [AWFS22, CR17].
SPAA [Ber21, DH15, FGB21b, FGB21a, Gil18, MSS16]. SPAA’15 [ALS18].
SPA’17 [BHLS19]. SPA’21 [AS23]. Space [CB16, SBF+16, SSL+20].
Space-Bounded [SBF+16]. Spanning [JLHH22]. Sparse [ASA18, ABB+20, ACY+20, DBKS16, DK20, Gre21, KS21].
Sparification [KX16, SZ19]. Special [ALS18, AS23, BHHL17a, BHHL17b, BHL19, Ber21, DH15, FGB21b, FGB21a, Gil18, Gro17, LDML16, LRSL20, MSS16, PRS15,
RLSL19, TPFH20a, TPFH20b.

specifications [WMP14]. Spectral [KX16].

Speculation [JXA20]. Speed
[AB22, IS17, KP15]. Speed-Scalable
[KP15]. Speedup [PS24]. SpMSpV
[CXL+22]. SpTTM [WYO+23]. Staging
[DSD+20]. Standard [HB23]. Starved
[MHLK18]. state [JXA20]. States
[BGA+16]. Static [DSMT20]. Statistics
[BOU16]. Stencil
[ACD+23, HSS15, MHLK18]. Stochastic
[KKM23]. Stop [BCRS16]. Strategies
[BBR24, DKKM15, HEY+20]. Strategy
[AGL19]. Stream [CXL+24, SG18, SG18].
Streaming [GNC+17, KMVV15], Strongly
[JJHH22]. Structure [Gre21, RB14].

Structured [ABL+22, HL16]. Structures
[DK20, HHA17, ZLDD18]. Study
[ADO17, EV21, TDB16]. Subgraph
[LKP23]. Successive [BDK15], suffix
[SB14]. Sums [ST19]. Supernodal
[LHY+24]. Supervised [KKM23]. Support
[CZS+17, HHA17, MKPSA20], Supporting
[MMF+15]. SybilCast [GZ15]. Symmetric
[ABB+20]. Synchronization [PRS16].

Synthesis [FF20]. System
[ES15, KGSG21, YYS+19, ZWS23]. Systems
[AB20, CXL+24, CAL20, CDPN19, KU15,
KS23, LSE+19, MG17, SS19, TJK15,
TPFH20a, TPFH20b, ZBBC23, REP+14].

Tables [Gre21, MSD19]. Tapir [SML19].

Task [BWB+19, CXL+24, CDPN19,
EDMSV15, PS24, RBJ+19]. Task-Parallel
[RBJ+19]. Tasks
[BMS23, IMPT16, SA16, YSS+19].

Technique
[ABB+20, BSS18, DMS15, KN17, MKPSA20].

Temperature [SA16]. Templates [KH15].

Temporal [BAI23]. Tensor [MCGL23].
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